[Effect of complamine and nicospan on the cerebral blood flow and its regulation in changes in blood pressure].
Acute experiments on anesthetized cats under the conditions of artificial respiration were made to study the action of intravenous injection of complamine (75 mg/kg) and nicospan (0.5 ml/kg) on the cerebral blood flow (CBF), arterial blood pressure in venous vessels of the head (VP) and autoregulatory reactions (AR) of cerebral vessels at different levels of arterial blood pressure. The results of experiments indicate that both drugs provoke phasic (dilatation-constriction) responses of cerebral vessels, reduction of the CBF and a decrease in BP and VP. Unlike complamine, nicospan often caused at first a short-term increase in the CBF and VP followed by their lowering as compared with the initial values. Both the drugs brought about alterations in AR of cerebral vessels toward lower levels of BP.